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ABSTRACT

An Over the Horizon Command/Data Link is fraught with unforeseen design problems.
Multipath, ducting, holding aircraft position and altitude, as well as base-band signal
processing equipment interface anomalies contribute to link degradation beyond predicted
quality. This paper describes a three channel link, L-band, MDI-band, and S-band, over
which command, video, and telemetry respectively are transmitted. Successful operation is
currently achieved over a 100 mile range.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 is an artist’s rendition of the physical elements employed in the over horizon link.
The shore station is installed in a Government furnished van that is located on the bluff
893 feet above sea level. The portable airborne repeater station is located in the bomb bay
area of one of three P3C type aircraft which fly a race track pattern ranging 10 to 20 miles
from the ship station at an altitude of 25,000 to 30,000 feet. Six omni-directional antennas
are permanently mounted to the bomb bay door of each aircraft. The ship station is located
in the aft gunners quarters of a decommissioned vessel. The antennas are located 70 feet
above the water line within 8 feet of the transmitters and receivers. The actual system was
designed to work line-of-sight (40 NM) between the ship and shore station as well as over
the horizon.

Figure 2 is the block diagram of the microwave link showing the location and frequency of
the transmitters and receivers. The shore station transmits command data either directly to
the ship’s station or indirectly through the aircraft relay station. Telemetry and television
signals from the ship are either transmitted directly from the ship’s station back to the
shore station or alternatively relayed through the aircraft relay station. The aircraft relay
station consists of three microwave receivers and three RF transmitters, one set being used
for the command link, and two sets being used for the return links, telemetry and
television.



Shore Station

The Shore Station antenna is a four foot diameter single axis tracking antenna having three
independent RF channels; two receive (RHCP) channels and one transmit (LHCP)
channel. As shown in Figure 3, this station performs the following:

a. The command up-link channel is transmitted at either F1 or F2 in low L-band at a bit
rate of 250 kHz (bi-phase-L).

b. The down-link TV signal is received at either F3 or F4 in MDI-band.
c. The telemetry signal is received at either F5 or F6 in S-band.

Aircraft Repeater Station

The Aircraft Station shown in Figure 4, is comprised of three independent repeater
channels which allows the simultaneous reception and retransmission of the CMD, TV and
TLM signals to relay these signals between the ship and shore stations. Each repeater
channel utilizes one omni-directional stub antenna for receiving and one stub antenna for
transmitting. A transmit to receive antenna separation distance of 9.5 feet was obtained,
therefore, diplexers were not required. The three receive/transmit channels are:

a. Command Channel; Receive at F2, Transmit at F1 ()F = 70 MHz).
b. Television Channel; Receive at F4, Transmit at F3 ()F 87 MHz).
c. Telemetry Channel; Receive at F5, Transmit at F6 ()F 45 MHz).

Ship’s Station

The Ship’s Station shown in Figure 5, consists of three independent channels, one receive
channel and two transmit channels using either three separate vertically polarized omni-
directional antennas or a remotely positioned three antenna directional array. The
directional antenna consists of a 4 inch by 60 inch ground plane on which three two-
element stripline dipole arrays were mounted. An elevation beamwidth of 31 degrees and
an azimuth beamwidth of 120 degrees is provided. The one receive and two transmit
channels are:

a. Receive the command signal at F1.
b. Transmit the television video at F4.
c. Transmit the telemetry signal at F5 at a bit rate of 250 kHz (bi-phase-L) .



OVER THE HORIZON LINK ANALYSIS

Figures 6 and 7 are range altitude coverage profiles for the shore station and ship’s station
respectively. The computer generated plots show the nominal range coverage of each
antenna and also show the in-range and out-range limit envelopes of multipath fluctuations.
(See 1980 ITC Proceedings for article by Charles W. Chandler entitled “Terrain Reflection
Effects on Data Reception from Airborne Vehicles.”) Figure 6 shows that in order to
preclude multipath degradation, the aircraft must fly at an altitude greater than 25,000 feet
when 100 nautical miles from the shore station.

The plot of Figure 7 indicates that the aircraft altitude must be greater than 10,000 feet, or
at an elevation angle greater than 4 degrees, to avoid multipath phenomena when
communicating with the ship’s station.

Figure 8 is the antenna pattern of aircraft’s omni antenna. Clearly, the aircraft must be
located at an elevation angle of less than 60 degrees to have adequate antenna gain. Since
the aircraft can be no closer than 10 nautical miles and no further than 20 miles from the
ship, and at an altitude greater than 25,000 feet, the elevation angle from the ship will be
11.6 to 22.4 degrees indicating that the ship’s 31 degree beam antenna should be elevated
at a 15 degree angle. The elevation angle from the shore station will be 2.0 to 2.5 degrees
assuming level flight. The appropriate omni antenna gain can now be selected for the ship-
to-aircraft and the aircraft-to-shore links.

The link transmitter power and system noise figure are selected to achieve a carrier-to-
noise ratio 12 dB or greater. Since PSK (bi-phase-L) modulation was selected for the
command and telemetry links, a 14 dB S/N is required to limit the bit error rate to one in
10 million. The FM improvement is given as S/N = 3 ()F/fm)2 C/N. For a )F of 450 kHz
and a fm of 250 kHz, S/N = 9.7 C/N or 10 dB. The required IF bandwidth is 2()F + fm) or
1.4 MHz.

A 12 dB carrier-to-noise ratio for the TV signal is adequate to assure good quality pictures
if a proper pre-emphasis/de-emphasis filter pair and high deviation are employed. The pre-
emphasis filter increases video power in the higher frequency portion of the spectrum
before noise is introduced, and de-emphasis filter restores the higher frequency
components to their original relative amplitudes while simultaneously reducing the higher
frequency components of noise. An improvement ratio of over 20 dB is achieved. This is
possible because normally the power contained in the high-frequency components of the
modulating signal is generally relatively low and, as a consequence, amplitudes of the
higher frequency components are seldom of sufficient magnitude to cause full deviation of
the carrier. Although the FM signal does not occupy the full allocated bandwidth, the noise
spectrum does.



The expression for video S/N, in terms of the modulating frequency, deviation, pre-
emphasis improvement, and C/N is;

S/N = 3 Pfm ()f/fm)2 C/N

Where Pfm = 109.6 (20.38 dB) for the selected pre-emphasis filter.

The IF bandwidth required for a given video bandwidth (modulating frequency) and peak
deviation is given by Carson’s Rule as;

BIF = (2 )f + 2fm)

Examination of the foregoing equation shows that, whereas video S/N increases linearly
with C/N, it increases as the square of the peak deviation ()f). Accordingly, since a
20 MHz bandwidth is authorized, and the modulation frequency band (fm ) for NTSC
525-line TV is 4.5 MHz, a )f of 5.5 MHz is selected. The resulting S/N ratio for a C/N of
12 dB is 38.9 dB, which provides “good” to “very good” TV pictures.

The link budgets for the two paths of the over-the-horizon relay link are provided in
Table 1 and Table 2. The listed antenna gains, LNA noise figures, as well as cable and
filter insertion losses are from measured data. A noise temperature of 110, 150 and 220
degrees K were used for the shore, ship and aircraft antennas respectively. Attenuation
loss due to reflection or refraction at atmospheric inversion layers is not listed because it
cannot be accurately predicted.

When computing the down-link C/N ratio, it was assumed that a noiseless signal was
transmitted by the aircraft relay station. However, the link does not employ signal
processing equipment at the repeater to reconstitute the base-band signals; the FM
demodulated signal from each receiver is simply scaled to properly deviate the following
transmitter. Therefore, the down-link data of Table 1 and Table 2 do not accurately
characterize the overall link. The competing noise from both the up-link and down-link
portion of each channel must be combined to predict the final C/N and S/N ratios. The
classic equation for cascaded noise sources is not applicable in this case because the net
gain of the up-link is not precisely known. However, the composite noise can be calculated
in the following manner provided the up-link receiver is operated above limiter saturation
(full quieting condition).

The signal-to-noise ratio of the signal that modulates each airborne transmitter (S/Nt) is
known, as is the received signal power at each end of the link (Pr). The transmitted noise
power (Pt) of each down-link in dBm units is therefore Pr - S/Nt. This noise power in 



milliwatts is then summed with the noise power generated by the down-link receiver to
determine the composite noise power.

Table 3 lists the parameters and their values required for computing the overall link C/N
and S/N ratios. The link C/N ratio is simply the difference between the received signal
power (pure signal) and the composite noise power. The link S/N ratio for the command
and telemetry links is 10 dB greater than the C/N ratio since the C/N is greater than 12 dB
(full quieting for FM/FM system). The S/N ratio for the TV channel is calculated using the
equation previously discussed. Note that the TV channel has a 4 dB link margin for good
quality picture. Therefore, the aircraft can fly at an altitude as low as 20,000 feet. This
analysis shows the importance of having a high signal-to-noise ratio at the output of each
up-link. Less than a 2 dB improvement in S/N can be gleaned for the command and
telemetry links by reconstituting the base band signal before retransmission of the relay
station.

OVER THE HORIZON LINK DESIGN TIPS

The following is a list of practical suggestions for guiding the systems engineer in
designing an over the horizon microwave link.

1. Start the design with the airborne repeater station because this is the most critical link
in the communication chain, has the largest number of receiver/transmitter pairs, and
because one faces the most constraints in modifying the airframe and controlling
aircraft flight.

a. Avoid using a diplexer on the aircraft. (Dielectric breakdown that occurs at low air
pressure generates wide band noise that is difficult to isolate as a contaminating
noise source.)

b. Physically separate the transmit and receive antennas as much as possible.
(Isolation from space attenuation is less expensive to achieve compared to narrow
band filtering.)

c. Get 50 MHz or more separation between the transmitter and receiver frequency of
a repeater channel, and avoid locating the transmitter on or near the receiver image
frequency.

d. Install a circulator at the output of each transmitter to isolate it from other
transmitters, thus precluding mixing of the signals and harmonic generation in the
final amplifier stage.



e. Check with the receiver manufacturer for the level of transmit power that starts to
affect receive sensitivity. Use this power level, and the space attenuation between
antennas to determine the filter stop band requirements. (The required filter
attenuation is typically -85 dB with an in-band insertion loss of less than 0.8 dB.)

f. Make provision for matching the receiver output impedance with transmitter input
impedance. Special care must be taken so as not to under or over deviate the relay
transmitter with the receiver output signal.

g. Make sure that the omni stub antenna ground plane is the skin of the aircraft. (If
the antenna image is visible, deep nulls will appear in the elevation gain pattern.)

h. Make provision for either continuously monitoring the received signal strength or
knowing that the threshold of full quieting has been exceeded.

i. Be aware that when the aircraft banks at the extreme ends of its race track pattern,
the fuselage may block the RF path to the shore station if the bank is more than
2 degrees.

2. The same design philosophy can be used for the two end terminals.

a. Avoid using low gain omni type antennas at the link terminous at all cost. Budget
for a single axis remotely pointed or autotracking directional antenna to reduce
antenna noise temperature, multipath effects and enhance link covertness.

b. If PSK modulation is selected for the command and TM link, filter the base band
signal at twice the bit rate to preclude transmission of harmonics.

c. Make sure that you do not over deviate the up-link transmitters.

d. Keep all coaxial cable runs as short as possible and properly terminated to
preclude excessive attenuation and skew of the base band frequency response.

e. Use a phase linear low pass filter at the output of the FM demodulator with a cut-
off of 1.4 times the bit rate. (A 3 dB improvement in signal-to-noise ratio improves
the bit error rate by a factor of 1000.)

f. Transmitter diplexer filters must be designed to handle 50 Watts of continuous
power to preclude dielectric breakdown in a humid environment.



g. Finally, if PSK modulation is selected, be wary of possible mismatch between the
receiver and bit synchronizer. (Brand A receiver may work well with Brand A and
Brand B bit synchronizers, but not with Brand C. Brand M receiver may interface
with Brand B and C bit synchronizers, but not with Brand A. Note that not all bit
synchronizers use the same technique for locking up and selecting proper phase of
the bit stream data. These techniques affect acquisition time.)

CONCLUSION

A great deal of planning aod coordination is required when designing and implementing an
Over the Horizon Link. The airborne relay platform requires most critical attention because
of the wide variation of operating temperature and altitude, payload weight limitations and
primary power availability, and because of airframe modification constraints. The selection
of the base band modulation scheme severely impacts many elements of the system. When
the link is required to work line-of-sight, as well as over the horizon, several compromises
in antenna selection and location must be made. Because of brevity these parameters were
not discussed in this paper.
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TABLE.1 - LINK BUDGET AIRCRAFT TO/FROM SHIP

TABLE 2 - LINK BUDGET AIRCRAFT TO/FROM SHORE



TABLE 3 - O.T.H. SYSTEM LINK CHARACTERISTICS





FIGURE 2.
MICROWAVE LINK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 3.
SHORE STATION BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 4.
AIRCRAFT RELAY BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.
SHIP’S STATION BLOCK DIAGRAM



COVERAGE PROFILE SHORE STATION MD 1 AND S-BAND



 FIGURE 7.
COVERAGE PROFILE SHIP’S STATION DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA




